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The integration of nonsimultaneous frequency components into a single virtual pitch was
investigated by using a pitch matching task in which a mistuned 4th harmonic~mistuned
component! produced pitch shifts in a harmonic series~12 equal-amplitude harmonics of a 155-Hz
F0). In experiment 1, the mistuned component could either be simultaneous, stop as the target
started~pre-target component!, or start as the target stopped~post-target component!. Pitch shifts
produced by the pre-target components were significantly smaller than those obtained with
simultaneous components; in the post-target condition, the size of pitch shifts did not decrease
relative to the simultaneous condition. In experiment 2, a silent gap of 20, 40, 80, or 160 ms was
introduced between the nonsimultaneous components and the target sound. In the pre-target
condition, pitch shifts were reduced to zero for silent gaps of 80 ms or longer; by contrast, a gap of
160 ms was required to eliminate pitch shifts in the post-target condition. The third experiment
tested the hypothesis that, when post-target components were presented, the processing of the pitch
of the target tone started at the onset of the target, and ended at the gap duration at which pitch shifts
decreased to zero. This hypothesis was confirmed by the finding that pitch shifts could not be
observed when the target tone had a duration of 410 ms. Taken together, the results of these
experiments show that nonsimultaneous components that occur after the onset of the target sound
make a larger contribution to the virtual pitch of the target, and over a longer period, than
components that precede the onset of the target sound. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!02604-1#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Hg, 43.66.Mk@JWH#
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INTRODUCTION

Several studies have demonstrated that virtual~or resi-
due! pitch is mainly determined by the frequency of the lo
numbered, resolved partials of complex tones~Moore et al.,
1985; Plomp, 1967; Ritsma, 1967!. The results of these stud
ies have led to the formulation of pitch perception theor
which state that virtual pitch is calculated mainly on t
basis of the frequencies of the resolved, low-frequency co
ponents~see, e.g., Goldstein, 1973; Terhardtet al., 1982a,b!.
Most studies on the perception of the virtual pitch of co
plex sounds have employed frequency components that
simultaneous onsets and offsets~for recent reviews, see
Houtsma, 1995; Hartmann, 1996!. By contrast, the partials o
many natural sounds start and stop at different times and
not have the same patterns of amplitude changes over
~see, e.g., Risset and Wessel, 1982!. Since changes in the
spectra of natural sounds may occur within periods of a
tens of milliseconds, it is likely that pitch perception pr
cesses calculate virtual pitch by integrating frequency inf
mation over time rather than by taking a snapshot of
frequency content of a complex tone at one particular m
ment in time.

Two types of experiment have demonstrated that p
perception processes are sensitive to the context in whi

a!Electronic mail: vciocca@hkusua.hku.hk
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complex sound is presented:~i! Darwin and Ciocca~1992!
showed that the pitch shifts produced by mistuning the
harmonic~mistuned component! of a harmonic series were
reduced if the mistuned component started 80 ms or m
before the other harmonics;~ii ! Darwin et al. ~1995! demon-
strated that a reduction in the contribution of the mistun
component to the pitch of a complex~target! sound could be
obtained when a sequence of four tones, which were ide
cal to the mistuned component, preceded the target. The
fects of onset asynchrony and sequential grouping inve
gated by these studies showed that preceding context ca
used to exclude frequency components from the calcula
of virtual pitch. The current paper asks whether the virtu
pitch of a harmonic series~target tone! can be affected by
frequency components that stop before its onset, or start a
its offset.

Hall and Peters~1981! demonstrated the temporally in
tegrative nature of pitch perception by performing expe
ments on the pitch of a sequence of three 40-ms sinuso
separated by 10-ms gaps of silence; the total duration of e
sequence was 140 ms. The frequency of each sinusoid
responded to either the 3rd, 4th, and 5th harmonic o
200-Hz fundamental frequency~sequence 200!, or the 4th,
5th, and 6th harmonic of a 180-HzF0 ~sequence 180!. The
order of the harmonics within each sequence was alw
from the lowest to the highest numbered. The pitch of th
sequences was measured by using a discrimination task a
24214)/2421/10/$15.00 © 1999 Acoustical Society of America
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pitch matching task, and by presenting the sequences e
in quiet ~high S/N ratio! or in the presence of a backgroun
noise~low S/N ratio!. The latter condition was included be
cause Houtsma and Goldstein~1971; cited in Hall and Pe
ters, 1981! had previously reported that two nonsimultaneo
harmonics presented in quiet did not give rise to the perc
tion of a single virtual pitch. Hall and Peters found that su
jects heard the sequences as having a single virtual p
corresponding to the fundamental frequency of the parti
in the low S/N condition. In quiet, subjects heard a spec
pitch based on the frequency of the lowest and first~in order
of presentation! harmonic of each sequence. These res
confirmed Hall and Peter’s hypothesis that pitch mechani
must integrate frequency information over time in order
compute virtual pitch. Moreover, these findings suggest
the period over which information about a single virtu
pitch is integrated~called ‘‘pitch integration period,’’ here-
after! could be as long as 140 ms.

The present study extended Hall and Peters’ findings
using the pitch matching paradigm developed by Mo
et al. ~1985!, and employed in more recent studies~Darwin
and Ciocca, 1992; Ciocca and Darwin, 1993; Darwinet al.,
1994!. Darwin and his colleagues measured the pitch sh
of a harmonic series~target sound! produced by mistuning
the 4th harmonic~mistuned component! by various amounts
This procedure gives an estimate of the contribution o
single component to the pitch of a complex sound. The m
goal of the current paper was to explore temporal order
fects by measuring the pitch shifts produced by a nonsim
taneous mistuned component which could either preced
follow the presentation of the target. An additional purpo
of the study was to investigate whether pitch shifts oc
when a silent gap of variable duration is introduced betw
the target sound and a nonsimultaneous component,
whether pitch shifts occur at different silent gap durations
preceding and following components. Although a study
Rakowski and Hirsh~1980! measured the effects of the fre
quency of a sine wave~leading tone! on the pitch of another
~target! sinusoid as a function of the duration of a sile
interval which separated the two tones, to the best of
knowledge the effects of a nonsimultaneous frequency c
ponent on the virtual pitch of a complex sound have not b
previously investigated.

I. EXPERIMENT 1

In this experiment, pitch shifts produced by a mistun
component which was simultaneous with the target w
compared with those obtained with two types of nonsimu
neous mistuned components:~i! mistuned components whic
preceded the target@pre-target components; see Fig. 1~a!#,
and ~ii ! mistuned components which started as the tar
stopped@post-target components; see Fig. 1~b!#. There was
no temporal overlap between the target and the nonsimu
neous mistuned components.

A. Method

On each trial, the subjects adjusted the pitch of a ma
ing harmonic series to the pitch of a target complex. T
2422 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 4, April 1999 V. C
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target complex contained harmonics 1–3 and 5–12 of
Hz, together with a possibly mistuned 4th harmonic~mis-
tuned component!. The mistuned component had a frequen
of either 570, 600, 610, 620, 630, 640, or 670 Hz. The
frequencies corresponded to mistunings of28.0%, 23.2%,
21.6%, 0, 11.6%, 13.2%, and18.0%, respectively. The
matching sound consisted of the first 12 harmonics of a f
damental frequency which subjects could adjust between
and 159 Hz~15564 Hz!. The mistuned component, the ta
get tone, and the matching tone had a total duration of 90
including 5-ms rise/fall raised-cosine ramps. The duration
the stimuli was the same as the duration used in previ
pitch matching experiments~Darwin and Ciocca, 1992; Cio
cca and Darwin, 1993!, and was selected because it w
found to give reliable pitch shift estimates while being sh
enough for the purpose of the current study~see also experi-
ment 3, Sec. III!.

Different matching tasks, administered in separate s
sions, were used to measure pitch shifts for pre- and p
target components. In the pre-target task, the onset-to-o
time between the mistuned component and the target
either 0 ~simultaneous components! or 90 ms @pre-target
components; see Fig. 1~a!#, and the matching tone followed
the target sound. In the post-target task, mistuned com
nents could either start at the same time as the target~simul-
taneous components! or start 90 ms after the onset of th
target@i.e., they target as the target stopped; see Fig. 1~b!#;
the order of presentation of the target and matching to
was the opposite to that of the pre-target condition~i.e., the
matching tone always preceded the target tone!. The change
in the order of the stimuli for performing the matching ta
with post-target components was introduced to ensure

FIG. 1. Stimulus configuration for the pre-target and post-target conditi
of experiment 1.
2422iocca and C. J. Darwin: Pitch of nonsimultaneous components
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the mistuned component affected only the pitch of the tar
tone. If the same matching task~i.e., if the matching tone
followed the target tone! had been used to measure pit
shifts for post-target components, the latter would have
tervened between the target and the matching tones. In
case, mistuned components might have affected the pitc
both the matching and the target tones, or could have a
as distractors, thereby making the matching task gener
more difficult. Informal observations indicated that adjusti
the pitch of the matching tone to match the pitch of a sub
quent target tone proved to be slightly more difficult th
matching the pitch of the tones in the standard order of p
sentation. However, the increase in the variability of pit
matches was not very large, and listeners learned to perf
the post-target matching task as accurately as the pre-ta
task over the course of an experimental session~see Sec.
I B!. In both tasks, a 500-ms silent interval separated ta
and matching tones.

All components were presented to the left ear at
same amplitude~corresponding to 58 dB, sound-pressu
level, for a 1000-Hz tone!. All components started at sine~0!
phase. Sounds were presented through Sennheiser HD
headphones in a double-walled IAC booth. At the beginn
of each trial, the fundamental frequency of the matching to
was chosen at random from the permitted range~15564 Hz!.
Subjects adjusted the frequency of the matching sound
moving a roller-ball up or down~Darwin and Ciocca, 1992!.
Subjects were allowed to perform as many adjustments
they required in order to achieve a satisfactory match. E
target sound was matched five times in a quasi-random o
within each experimental session; one session took 1–2
complete, including rest breaks. Within a trial, the mistun
components, especially a nonsimultaneous one, could o
be heard out as an individual pure tone. Subjects were
structed to ignore the mistuned component and to focus t
attention on matching the pitches of the two complex soun

To summarize, the experiment consisted of 21 con
tions: 7 frequencies~570, 600, 610, 620, 630, 640, or 67
Hz! by 3 types of mistuned component~simultaneous, pre-
target, or post-target!. The two nonsimultaneous condition
were run in separate sessions since they required diffe
matching tasks. In each session, the simultaneous and
nonsimultaneous conditions were repeated five times.
and post-target sessions were run on separate days, and
order was counterbalanced across subjects such that ha
subject participated in the pre-target session first, and
versa.

Sounds were synthesized in real-time at 44.1 kHz us
custom software~Russell and Darwin, 1991! written for the
56001 processor of the Digidesign Audiomedia II board, a
output through that board’s 16-bit DACs and anti-aliasi
filters. The board was attached to an Apple MacIIcx co
puter which controlled the experiment.

Eight university students, six of whom were musica
trained, participated in the experiment. All had participa
in previous pitch matching experiments.
2423 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 4, April 1999 V. C
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B. Results and discussion

The effect of the mistuning of the 4th harmonic on t
pitch of the target tone was determined by measuring
difference between the pitch matches for each amoun
mistuning relative to the condition in which the 4th harmon
was not mistuned. The negative and positive pitch shifts
simultaneous and pre-target components in the pre-ta
task are displayed in Fig. 2~a! and ~b!, respectively. Pitch
shifts for individual listeners were calculated as the diffe
ence between the average of pitch matches for e
2ve/1ve mistuning and the average of the pitch matches
the in-tune, 620-Hz condition~0-Hz point on they-axis!. The
pattern of pitch shifts for the simultaneous components r
licates the pattern obtained with similar stimuli in previo
pitch matching experiments; pitch shifts were largest
mistunings of620 Hz, and were on average close to 0 H
for mistunings of650 Hz ~see, for example, Darwin an
Ciocca, 1992!. The pitch shifts for pre-target componen
were generally smaller than those produced by simultane
components, but there were individual differences. Subje
showed a large reduction in the size of pitch shifts either
negative mistunings~subjects VT, NC, and TB!, or for posi-
tive mistunings of pre-target components~subjects DM, BH,
and H! relative to the simultaneous component conditio
The remaining subjects~AS and S! showed a reduction o
pre-target shifts for both negative and positive mistunin
@see Fig. 2~b!#.

FIG. 2. Individual pitch shifts, averaged over five repetitions, for the p
target task of experiment 1. Pitch shifts for the simultaneous component
shown in~a!; shifts for the pre-target mistuned components are displaye
~b!.
2423iocca and C. J. Darwin: Pitch of nonsimultaneous components
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The mean pitch shifts for the pre-target task, avera
across eight subjects, are displayed in Fig. 3. Mean p
shifts were calculated as half the difference between matc
for each amount of positive and negative mistuning for e
subject~Moore et al., 1985!. A two-way ANOVA with re-
peated measures was applied to the individual mean p
shifts obtained in the pre-target sessions. The factors w
the ‘‘mistuning’’ of the mistuned component~10, 20, or 50
Hz!, and the ‘‘type of mistuned component’’~simultaneous
or pre-target!. The main effect of ‘‘mistuning’’ was statisti-
cally significant@F(2,14)519.07,p,0.0001#. In the simul-
taneous condition, mean pitch shifts were largest at mis
ings of 20 Hz~3.2% of the harmonic frequency!, and were
virtually absent at mistunings of 50 Hz. Shifts for both t
10- and 20-Hz mistunings were significantly higher than
mistunings of 50 Hz~Tukey HSD test,p,0.01). The effects
of mistuning with simultaneous components is consist
with previous findings which showed that pitch shifts are a
maximum for mistunings of about 3%, and then decreas
zero with mistunings of 8%~Darwin and Ciocca, 1992
Moore et al., 1985!. In the pre-target condition, only th
20-Hz mistuning produced shifts which were significan
different from those of the 50-Hz, simultaneous conditi
~Tukey HSD test,p,0.05). Pitch shifts for the three pre
target mistunings did not differ from each other~Tukey HSD
test,p.0.05). The difference in the effect of mistuning b
tween the simultaneous and the pre-target conditions resu
in a significant ‘‘mistuning’’ by ‘‘type of mistuned compo
nent’’ interaction @F(2,14)514.44, p,0.0005#. The main
effect of ‘‘type of mistuned component’’ showed that ove
all, pitch shifts were smaller in the pre-target than in t
simultaneous conditions@F(1,7)55.59, p,0.05#. Pitch
shifts for the simultaneous components were significan
larger than those for pre-target components only for mist
ings of 20 Hz~Tukey HSD test,p,0.01); for mistunings of
10 and 50 Hz, pitch shifts were not significantly differe
~Tukey HSD test,p.0.05).

The negative and positive pitch shifts for the simul
neous and the post-target components in the post-target
are displayed in Fig. 4~a! and ~b!, respectively. The overal
pattern and size of pitch shifts for the post-target and for

FIG. 3. Mean pitch shifts with error bars~standard errors of the mean! for
the pre-target task of experiment 1. Mean shifts for the pre-target mistu
component are displayed as open triangles, and those for the simultan
component as open circles.
2424 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 4, April 1999 V. C
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simultaneous components is similar. For most subjects~six
out of eight! a reduction in the size of the pitch shifts o
curred either for positive or for negative mistunings
10–20 Hz in the post-target condition@Fig. 4~b!# relative to
the simultaneous condition@Fig. 4~a!#; for two listeners, BH
and AS, the patterns of pitch shifts for post-target comp
nents differed from that of the other subjects. Listener A
who showed virtually no pitch shifts in the post-target co
dition, also showed very small shifts in the pre-target con
tion. This listener was perhaps able to make a reliable e
mate of the pitch of the target very quickly, possibly b
focusing only on the first few tens of milliseconds of th
target sound. Unlike AS, listener BH perceived much larg
pitch shifts in the post-target than in the simultaneous c
dition for positive mistunings.

A two-way ANOVA with repeated measures was a
plied to the mean pitch shifts~averages of2ve and1ve
pitch shifts for each amount of mistuning! for the post-target
session~see Fig. 5!. The factors were ‘‘mistuning’’~10, 20,
or 50 Hz! and ‘‘type of mistuned component’’~simultaneous
or post-target!. The main effect of ‘‘mistuning’’ was statisti-
cally significant @F(2,14)536.25, p,0.0001#. The pattern
of pitch shifts as a function of mistuning is very similar
the simultaneous and the post-target conditions: Pitch sh
were largest at 20-Hz mistunings and decreased to about
at mistunings of 50 Hz. The effect of ‘‘type of mistune

ed
ous

FIG. 4. Individual pitch shifts, averaged over five repetitions for the po
target task of experiment 1. Pitch shifts for the simultaneous component
shown in~a!; shifts for the post-target mistuned components are displa
in ~b!.
2424iocca and C. J. Darwin: Pitch of nonsimultaneous components
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component’’ was not statistically significant@F(1,7)52.96,
p.0.05#. The difference between simultaneous and po
target components was not statistically significant for a
amount of mistuning~Tukey HSD tests!. The ‘‘mistuning’’
by ‘‘type of mistuned component’’ interaction was not st
tistically significant@F(2,14)50.15,p.0.05#.

In order to perform a direct comparison of the effects
a preceding and a following nonsimultaneous componen
the pitch of the target sound, a two-way ANOVA with re
peated measures was applied to the mean pitch shifts fo
pre- and post-target conditions. The factors were the ‘‘m
tuning’’ ~10, 20, or 50 Hz! and the ‘‘type of mistuned com
ponent’’ ~pre-target or post-target!. Pre- and post-target mis
tuned components had different effects on the mean p
shifts as a function of the amount of mistuning, as shown
a statistically significant ‘‘type’’ by ‘‘mistuning’’ interaction
@F(2,14)55.62, p,0.05#. The main effect of ‘‘mistuning’’
was also statistically significant@F(2,14)511.93,p,0.001#;
the main effect of ‘‘type’’ was not statistically significan
@F(1,7)50.21,p.0.05#.

To summarize, this experiment showed that a mistu
component which is nonsimultaneous can produce p
shifts in a target complex. This finding extends the results
Hall and Peters’~1981! study which found that listeners in
tegrated a sequence of three brief sinusoids into a si
virtual pitch when these stimuli were presented in noise~low
S/N ratio condition!. While Hall and Peters reported a lack
virtual pitch perception in the quiet condition of their stud
the integration of the nonsimultaneous component into
virtual pitch of the target tone was observed in quiet in
present experiment. This difference could be due to the
ture of the stimuli: When only three nonsimultaneous h
monics are used, low S/N ratios may be necessary to be
to perceive a single virtual pitch. On the other hand,
virtual pitch of the target complex could be perceived
quiet, and the current task measured whether virtual p
was affected by the presence of a nonsimultaneous com
nent ~instead of measuring whether a virtual pitch could
perceived at all!. Second, this experiment showed that pit
shifts in a target complex sound were smaller when the m
tuned component preceded the target than when the ta
and the mistuned component were presented simultaneo

FIG. 5. Mean pitch shifts with error bars~standard errors of the mean! for
the post-target task of experiment 1. Mean shifts for the post-target mist
component are displayed as open triangles, and those for the simultan
component as open circles.
2425 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 4, April 1999 V. C
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By contrast, the post-target and simultaneous conditions
duced virtually identical pitch shifts. The fact that the co
tribution of a nonsimultaneous component to the pitch of
target complex is asymmetrical with respect to the order
presentation of the stimuli might indicate that pitch perce
tion mechanisms calculate virtual pitch in a ‘‘forward’’ fash
ion. That is, pitch processes integrate acoustic informa
which follows the onset of the complex into a single virtu
pitch; acoustic energy which precedes the onset of a
monic complex would be less strongly integrated into t
pitch of the complex. This asymmetry may be explained
the fact that the onset of a harmonic complex causes p
perception mechanisms to search for components wh
could ‘‘fit’’ into the pitch of a complex sound. This searc
could be based on a ‘‘harmonic sieve’’ principle~Scheffers,
1983!. A post-target component would therefore contribu
to the pitch of the target complex as long as its frequenc
not too far from the harmonic frequency. When the mistun
component precedes the target complex~pre-target condi-
tion!, the calculation of the virtual pitch of the target soun
would not begin until immediately after the offset of th
component; therefore, the mistuned component would
less likely to be included in the pitch of the harmonic com
plex.

II. EXPERIMENT 2

If the pitch processor calculates virtual pitch in a fo
ward fashion then the pitch integration period should be re
tively long following the onset of the harmonic comple
~post-target components!, but it should be short for informa
tion that precedes the onset of the complex sound~pre-target
components!. This prediction was tested in the second e
periment by varying the duration of a silent gap which se
rated pre-target and post-target mistuned components f
the target tone.

A. Method

The pre- and post-target tasks were run in separate
perimental sessions as in the first experiment. In both ta
the duration of the silent interval which separated the tar
from the nonsimultaneous mistuned component was va
and could be either 0, 20, 40, 80, or 160 ms. In the pre-ta
task, the interval separated the offset of the mistuned c
ponent from the onset of the target; in the post-target ta
the silent interval separated the offset of the target comp
and the onset of the mistuned component. A condition
which the mistuned component and the target tone were
multaneous was also included in both experimental sess
Experiment 1 showed that mistunings of63% ~600- and
640-Hz mistuned components! produced the largest pitch
shifts in the target sound, in agreement with the findings
previous pitch matching studies~see, e.g., Darwin and Cio
cca, 1992!. Therefore, only three mistuned components~600,
620, and 640 Hz! were included in this experiment.

The stimuli were played through Sennheiser HD 2
Linear earphones in a single walled IAC booth which w
located in a sound-insulated room. The software/hardw

ed
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setup was the same as in the previous experiment, excep
a PowerMac 7100/70AV was used to run the experim
instead of a MacIIcx.

Seven listeners, one of whom was the first author, to
part in the experiment; three of the listeners were music
trained. All listeners had participated in previous pit
matching experiments, but none had taken part in experim
1. Subjects completed between five and ten matches for
experimental condition, depending on their pitch match
accuracy after five matches per condition. The criterion
stopping after five matches was a standard error smaller
0.4 Hz in all conditions. The experiment was run in separ
blocks during which subjects completed 2–3 matches
each condition; 2–4 blocks were run by each listener, w
each block taking 1–2 h to complete.

B. Results

Mean pitch shifts for the pre- and post-target sessio
averaged across listeners, are displayed in Fig. 6. A two-
ANOVA with repeated measures was applied to the m
pitch shifts for each subject in each experimental conditi
The ‘‘temporal overlap’’ between the mistuned compone
and the target sound~simultaneous, 0-, 20-, 40-, 80-, o
160-ms gap!, and the ‘‘type of mistuned component’’~pre-
target versus post-target! were the experimental factors
Mean pitch shifts were larger for post-target than for p
target components~main effect of ‘‘type’’! @F(1,6)512.26,
p,0.05#. The overall pattern of shifts indicates that pitc
shifts decreased as the silent gap duration increased
shown by a statistically significant main effect of ‘‘tempor
overlap’’ @F(5,30)516.18,p,0.0001#.

For pre-target components, the 0-ms condition produ
lower mean pitch shifts than the simultaneous compon
~planned comparison,p,0.02); this finding replicates the
results obtained in the 20-Hz mistuning condition of expe
ment 1. Pitch shifts were effectively eliminated when a sile
gap of 80 ms separated the offset of the mistuned compo
and the onset of the target; this condition was significan
different from the 20-ms condition~planned comparison,p
,0.005). The 40- and 80-ms conditions were not sign

FIG. 6. Mean pitch shifts with error bars~standard errors of the mean! for
the pre- and post-target tasks of experiment 2. Mean shifts for mistuning
63% are displayed for the simultaneous component and for each inte
duration of the pre-target~filled symbols! and post-target tasks~open sym-
bols!.
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cantly different from each other~planned comparison,p
.0.05). The results of the post-target task replicated thos
experiment 1, which showed that the pitch shifts for the s
chronous and the 0-ms delay conditions were virtually id
tical for mistunings of 20 Hz. Mean pitch shifts dropped
zero in the 160-ms gap condition, which was significan
different from the 0-ms condition~planned comparison,p
,0.001). The 40- and 80-ms conditions were not sign
cantly different from the 0-ms condition~planned compari-
son,p.0.05).

As the delay between the nonsimultaneous compon
and the target was increased, mean pitch shifts decreas
different rates for pre-target and for post-target compone
~‘‘temporal overlap’’ by ‘‘type’’ interaction! @F(5,30)
53.11, p,0.05#. The mean pitch shifts for pre- and pos
target components were significantly different in the 20-m
40-ms, and 80-ms conditions~planned comparisons,p
,0.01). The pre- versus post-target difference in pitch sh
for the 0-ms condition just failed to reach statistical sign
cance~planned comparison,p50.07).

To summarize, pitch shifts were significantly reduc
when the silent interval between the pre-target compon
and the target complex was 20 ms or longer; when a si
gap of 80 ms~or longer! was introduced between the offs
of the component and the onset of the target, pitch sh
were virtually eliminated. For post-target components, pi
shifts were identical to those produced by a simultane
component for delays of up to 40 ms; pitch shifts were
duced to zero only for the longest delay~160 ms!. These
results support the previous suggestion that the pitch inte
tion period extends for a longer interval following than pr
ceding the onset of a complex sound.

III. EXPERIMENT 3

The results of the previous experiments have been c
sidered to be indicative of the duration of the ‘‘pitch integr
tion period’’ ~i.e., the temporal window within which pitch
processes integrate acoustic information into a single vir
pitch! with respect to the onset of the target. This interpre
tion is based on the assumption that, in the current task,
formation of virtual pitch~i! is triggered by the onset of th
target, ~ii ! includes a relatively short interval prior to th
onset of the target, and~iii ! ends once a reliable estimate
virtual pitch has been achieved following the onset of t
target. If this assumption is valid, then pitch shifts obtain
as a function of silent gap duration would represent an e
mate of the pitch integration period. However, an alternat
interpretation of the results is that pitch processes might
cease the calculation of virtual pitch as soon as a relia
estimate of the pitch of the target has been made; inst
pitch processes may keep revising their estimate as lon
information is received. Consider, for example, the po
target stimuli: it is possible that listeners use only the l
portion of the target in conjunction with the nonsimultaneo
component for performing the pitch matching task. If th
were the case, the inclusion of the duration of the target i
the estimate of the duration of the pitch integration per
would not be warranted. A simple test of these hypothe

of
al
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can be carried out by using stimulus durations in exces
the longest estimated duration of the pitch integration per
~i.e., about 200 ms for post-target stimuli!.

This experiment employed the post-target task on
since post-target components produced pitch shifts for lon
gap durations than pre-target components in the previous
periments. The stimuli had a fixed duration of 410 ms; t
duration was the same as that of the stimuli used in prev
pitch matching tasks in which pitch shifts were measured
simultaneous mistuned components~Darwin and Ciocca,
1992!. Only the post-target condition with no silent gap b
tween the target and the nonsimultaneous component~0-ms
delay! was tested. If subjects perceive the pitch of the tar
sound by integrating acoustic information from the onset
the target until a reliable pitch estimate has been achie
then nonsimultaneous components should not produce p
shifts in this experiment, since the pitch of the target wo
be calculated well before the offset of the target. By contr
if the alternative hypothesis is correct then we would exp
to observe pitch shifts for 410-ms target sounds followed
nonsimultaneous components of the same duration.

A. Method

The stimuli were identical to those used in the po
target session of experiment 1, except that:~i! all the stimuli
had a fixed duration of 410 ms instead of 90 ms, and~ii ! only
mistunings of620 Hz were used. Therefore, a total of s
experimental conditions were employed in this experime
two types of mistuned component~simultaneous versus pos
target! by three frequencies~600, 620, and 640 Hz!. Subjects
completed five matches for each condition.

The apparatus was identical to that employed in exp
ment 2.

Three listeners, one of whom was the first author, to
part in the experiment. All listeners had taken part in pre
ous pitch matching experiments, and two had taken par
experiment 2; one of the listeners was musically trained. T
experiment took about 30 min to complete.

FIG. 7. Mean pitch shifts for the stimuli of experiment 3. Mean shifts
mistunings of63% are displayed for the simultaneous and the post-ta
conditions.
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B. Results

The pitch shifts for2ve and1ve mistunings, averaged
across five trials, are displayed in Fig. 7 for each subje
This figure shows that the nonsimultaneous mistuned c
ponents produced no pitch shifts, while the simultaneo
components did. Since the pattern of pitch shifts for sim
taneous and nonsimultaneous components was identica
the three subjects, it was not considered necessary to per
any statistical analysis on the data. The results of this exp
ment fully support the idea that listeners begin calculation
the virtual pitch at the onset of the target tone, and comp
such calculation as soon as a reliable pitch estimate has
achieved. This process is completed before the offset of
stimuli used in the present experiment, which suggests
the pitch integration period for the current stimuli is shor
than 410 ms. This conclusion supports the interpretation
the nonsimultaneous pitch shifts obtained in experiment 2
terms of estimated duration of the pitch integration perio

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Summary

The present study investigated the integration of a n
simultaneous mistuned component into the virtual pitch o
harmonic complex. The first experiment showed that,
brief target tones:~i! the pitch shifts produced by a pos
target mistuned component were virtually identical to t
shifts produced by a simultaneous mistuned component;~ii !
pre-target components produced significantly smaller p
shifts than simultaneous components. The findings of exp
ment 2 indicated that pitch shifts occurred at longer gap
rations for post-target components~up to 80 ms! than for
pre-target components~up to 40 ms!. The third experiment
demonstrated that the current pitch matching procedure
be employed for obtaining reliable estimates of the durat
of the pitch integration period with respect to the onset of
target sound.

B. Matching virtual or spectral pitches?

The interpretation of the results of this study in terms
the contribution of a nonsimultaneous component to the
tual pitch of the target tone relies on the assumption t
subjects were matching the virtual pitch of the target a
matching tones. It has been suggested that in pitch discr
nation or matching experiments, subjects could perfo
these tasks by comparing the spectral pitches of corresp
ing frequency components instead of comparing the virt
pitches of the complex tones~Faulkner, 1985!. In principle,
the matching of the spectral pitch of the mistuned compon
with the corresponding 4th harmonic of the~fully harmonic!
matching tone might well have occurred in the present stu
particularly when the component was nonsimultaneous
could be easily heard as having a distinct spectral pit
However, there are several reasons for rejecting the idea
listeners were matching spectral pitches of individual co
ponents in the present experiments. First, Moore~1987!
demonstrated that pitch shifts produced by~simultaneous!
mistuned components can be measured even when

t
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matching tone does not contain the harmonic that co
sponded to the mistuned component. Second, if listen
matched the pitch of the mistuned component, pitch sh
should have been larger than those normally observe
pitch matching studies. For example, in the present exp
ments pitch shifts were about61 Hz, on average, when th
4th harmonic was mistuned by620 Hz. If subjects had ad
justed the matching tone so that its 4th harmonic matched
pitch of the mistuned component, then pitch shifts sho
have been much larger than those observed in the pre
study. Moreover, the matching of the spectral pitch of m
tuned components would have produced a monotonic
crease in the size of pitch shifts with increasing mistunin1

which was not the case. Third, matching the spectral pitch
the mistuned component should have been easier, the
producing larger pitch shifts, in the nonsimultaneous than
the simultaneous conditions. Finally, matching the pitch
the mistuned component should have been easier in the
target conditions, in which the mistuned component was
first sound within a trial, than in the post-target conditions,
which the first sound within a trial was the matching to
having a randomly selected fundamental frequency. Cont
to these predictions, pitch shifts were never larger in
nonsimultaneous than in the simultaneous conditions,
were usually larger in the post- than in the pre-target con
tion. These considerations support the idea that, in
present study, subjects matched the virtual pitches of
target and matching tones rather than matching the spe
pitches of individual components.

C. Temporal integration and pitch perception

Although further research is needed to obtain a prec
estimate of the duration and of the window shape of the p
integration period, a tentative model of temporal pitch in
gration can be formulated from the present data by assum
that: ~i! the temporal integration window is rectangular;~ii !
the calculation of virtual pitch is triggered by the onset of t
target;~iii ! the pitch integration period includes a relative
short interval preceding, and a longer interval following, t
onset of the target;~iv! the endpoint of the pitch integratio
period occurs within the interval spanning from the long
gap duration at which pitch shifts were observed to the
duration at which pitch shifts were eliminated. While~i! is
assumed for simplicity, criteria~ii !, ~iii !, and ~iv! can be
justified on the basis of the results of experiments 2 and 3
might be argued that criterion~ii ! applies to post-target bu
not to pre-target conditions, because subjects might h
started the calculation of the virtual pitch of the target
soon as they heard a pre-target component at the begin
of a trial ~in spite of instructions to ignore pre-target comp
nents and focus on the matching of the pitch of target
matching sounds!. However, this hypothesis does not expla
the decrease in pitch shifts with increasing delays in the p
target conditions of experiment 2, nor is it clear how t
pitch of the target could be calculated on the basis of a sin
mistuned component. It is more likely that pitch estimation
initiated at the onset of the target, but that the pitch integ
tion period includes an interval prior to the onset of the t
get, as specified by criterion~iii !. This criterion is consisten
2428 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 4, April 1999 V. C
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with the assumptions that the auditory input is first stor
into a ‘‘preperceptual auditory image,’’ and that audito
processes such as those involved in pitch perception ope
on the information stored in the preperceptual auditory i
age~Massaro, 1972!.

On the basis of these criteria, the duration of the pi
integration period can be estimated to be 40–80 ms prio
target onset, and 170–250 ms following the onset of
target sound~the latter duration also includes the target to
duration of 90 ms!. Robinson and Patterson~1995! investi-
gated the identification of the pitch chroma of vowels as
function of the number of cycles, and found that perfo
mance reached an asymptote at 16–32 cycles, which co
sponds to durations of 122–244 ms and 92–184 ms forF0’s
of 131 and 174 Hz, respectively. Their results are consis
with the results of experiment 3, which suggest that pi
perception processes integrate acoustic information int
single virtual pitch until a reliable estimate has been gen
ated. The current estimates are also in agreement with
results of studies which investigated fundamental freque
discrimination ~Carlyon, 1996; Plack and Carlyon, 1995!.
For example, Carlyon~1996! demonstrated that listeners pe
ceptually integrate portions of a masker which occurred
fore and after a 200-ms target complex into the target’s
tual pitch over a period of 100 ms or longe
~‘‘overintegration’’!. Carlyon found that overintegration oc
curred when the target was composed of unresolved, but
of resolved, harmonics. However, it is possible that over
tegration could be observed with resolved harmonics for
get durations shorter than 200 ms. Evidence in suppor
this prediction is found in two recent studies. Plack and C
lyon ~1995! reported that theF0 discrimination of the fun-
damental frequency of two 50-ms complex tones deteriora
when duration of the gap between the tones was redu
from 500 ms to 50 ms, even when the two tones consiste
resolved harmonics. Micheyl and Carlyon~1998! found that
F0 discrimination of 100-ms target tones composed by
solved components was degraded by the presence of c
plex tones which preceded and followed the targets. Fur
evidence for the fact that nonsimultaneous resolved com
nents can be integrated into a single pitch comes from s
ies which employed pure tone stimuli~Rakowski and Hirsh,
1980; Kelly and Watson, 1986!.

The current estimate of the duration of the pitch integ
tion period is consistent with previous suggestions that
auditory system integrates acoustic energy over a perio
few hundreds of milliseconds for the perception of loudne
~‘‘loudness summation;’’ Zwislocki, 1969!, backward and
forward masking~Wilson and Carhart, 1971!, and amplitude
modulation detection~Sheft and Yost, 1990!. The present
results are also compatible with temporal integration mod
based on shorter time constants~few milliseconds!, such as
the ‘‘multiple look’’ model proposed by Viemeister an
Wakefield~1991!. This model states that the auditory syste
takes samples or ‘‘looks’’ of the incoming acoustic sign
about every 3 ms. These samples are stored in memory
can be selected for further processing. The present data c
be explained by such model if it is assumed that pitch p
cesses can combine information across frequency chan
2428iocca and C. J. Darwin: Pitch of nonsimultaneous components
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from samples which occurred over periods up to about
ms, despite the temporal separation between the nonsim
neous component and the other components of the ta
tone ~see, for example, White and Carlyon, 1997, for e
dence in support of this kind of temporal integration!.

The present findings suggest that pitch processes ca
late virtual pitch by giving a higher weighting to acoust
information which follows the onset of a complex sound th
to information which precedes it. This temporal asymme
complements the finding that onset asynchrony is more
fective than offset asynchrony in preventing an asynchron
harmonic from contributing to the timbre of a vowel~Dar-
win, 1984!. This asymmetry is also consistent with the r
sults of previous studies which showed that the final port
of a signal is given a higher weighting than initial inform
tion for the perception of the pitch of frequency glides~Na-
belek et al., 1970! and ramped versus damped sinuso
~Patterson, 1994a,b!. A larger degradation in performanc
with trailing maskers~which followed the presentation o
target tones! than with leading maskers was observed in
der discrimination~Kelly and Watson, 1986!, and pitch iden-
tification tasks~‘‘backward recognition masking;’’ Massaro
1975!. However, the effects of trailing maskers in those stu
ies were not frequency specific, and were interpreted in te
of the interference of the maskers with the stored repres
tation of ~brief! target sounds. Therefore, it is not clear th
this interference effect played a major role in the pit
matching paradigm used in the present study, which m
sured the integration of pre- and post-target components
the virtual pitch of the target.

D. Implications for models of pitch perception

The current findings, which imply that pitch process
integrate acoustic energy over a period of few hundred m
liseconds for calculating virtual pitch, have implications f
models of pitch perception. First, these findings suggest
phase information is not likely to be an important factor f
the integration of a frequency component into a single virt
pitch, since mistuned components which followed the off
of the target by up to 80 ms of silence produced relativ
large pitch shifts. It is interesting to note that, unlike pit
perception, the detection of the mistuning of a harmonic w
found to be affected by its phase~Hartmann, 1988!. Second,
these results are difficult to reconcile with models of pit
perception that estimate virtual pitch by combining autoc
relation functions of the activity of individual nerve fibe
~see recent models by Meddis and Hewitt, 1991a,b; Y
et al., 1996; Meddis and O’Mard, 1997!. These models cal
culate virtual pitch by summing the output of autocorrelati
functions across frequency channels; the summary auto
relation function thus obtained~‘‘summary autocorrelo-
gram’’! is then used to estimate virtual pitch, which corr
sponds to the period of the highest peak in the summ
autocorrelogram. The models require that the energy of
quency components which is used to produce a summ
autocorrelogram occur within a ‘‘time constant,’’ which
typically a period of few milliseconds~see also a related
model by de Cheveigne, 1998!. The results reported here, a
well as those of the studies reviewed above, have dem
2429 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 4, April 1999 V. C
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strated that the integration of nonsimultaneous acoustic
ergy for pitch perception can occur over periods of 100 ms
longer. In order to account for these findings, an autoco
lation model would have to be able to store autocorrelat
functions for each frequency channel and for periods o
least 100 ms, and then apply some temporal smoothing
fore the summary autocorrelogram is calculated.1 The inte-
gration of nonsimultaneous energy over relatively long du
tions for the perception of virtual pitch could be perha
more easily implemented by models which compute virt
pitch from the frequency of resolved components~Goldstein,
1973; Terhardtet al., 1982a!. These models could be mod
fied to specify differential weightings of frequency comp
nents for the calculation of pitch, depending on the com
nents’ time of occurrence with respect to the onset
complex sounds.
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